
Thersites 
 
My televisual friend Thersites was so excited by Greek Fire that he has been negotiating with 

influential contacts in the media to produce a Roman version. The 'concept' he has helped 

develop after much 'research' seemed to him such a breakthrough that he wanted to test it 

out on its intended audience. Would Omnibus oblige, he asked? I assured him that I could 

think of no one agoger than Omnibus readers to see the 'design-concept' he had in mind. 

 

DUNROMAN 

 

[BONG: the word DUNROMAN appears on the screen and immediately fragments into a 

collage of images, each fading into the other. Mussolini is seen covering a gigantic sandwich 

with Bovril to the strains of a Latin mass, an eagle swoops out of the sky to land on a sign 

saying 'Roma 87km.’, a wolf lopes through the Colosseum, and two gurgling babies eat a 

tube of Nivea sun-cream. Suddenly it starts to snow. Armies are seen marching across 

Europe to the tune gaudeamus igitur.] 

 

Voice-over (concerned and oozing husky sincerity): 

 

IMPERIUM. 

 

[Shot of pukka-sahibs in India, all thoughtfully dipping tubes of Imperial mints into their 

pints of Pimms while gazing at a sun that never sets. Fade into interior of train on the 

London tube and the seven dwarfs singing 'Rule, Britannia'.] 

 

Voice-over: lmperium – an old idea, but a new concept. In its heyday, the Roman Empire 

stretched as far south as Hadrian's Wall [shot of Russian Steppes], as far east and west as 

Iran on the borders of Ultima Thule [shot of a buffalo]. As Rousseau said, 'Man was born 

free, but everywhere he is in trains'. But what did he mean? What is the connection 

between trains and the Roman Empire? How did it happen? And what lessons does it have 

for us today? The seven dwarfs bear an uncanny resemblance to the seven hills of Rome. Is 

this new idea such an old concept? 

 

[Fade out to picture of sun setting behind two hills. The seven dwarfs march into the 

distance, ' Rule Britannia' growing ever fainter.] 

 

(Music: Beethoven's Emperor strikes up.) 

 

[Cut to American police-chief sitting behind desk. He is chewing a tube of Imperial mints.] 



 

'Well, howdee there, folks, yes sirree, ah got kinda fascinated by these here Imperial mints 

and ah've bin collecting wrappers from them ever since. Right here ah've got a wrapper 

from Cupcake, Ohio, and here's one from Bottletop, Wisconsin and here . . . 

 

[Fade out to picture of Grand Imperial Hotel, Bottletop, Wis.] 

 

Voice-over: There may not seem to be any meaningful connection between Imperium and 

mints, but in this man's life there is: so challenging and subversive is the subversively 

challenging Roman world today. But what does it all mean? How does it relate today? Did 

Romans have anything important to say about mints? 

 

[Cut to Norman Stoner, Professor of Comparative Knowledge, Fraud Université, Geneva.] 

 

'There is no doubt that this fantastic, crucial breakthrough in human understanding would 

not have been articulated into a central, coherent, universalised insight without the crucial 

inter-cohering structure which only the Romans could bring to an otherwise fragmented and 

fragmentary world. Whether we shall ever be able to retrieve it in any meaningful sense, 

whether it will not fall over the horizon of our understanding for ever, depends crucially 

upon a number of central issues which are crucially central to man's understanding of that 

great world which . . .' 

 

[An underground train smashes through the wall and runs him over. Cut to waving fields of 

corn in Minnesota.] 

 

Voice-over: 'Mint' comes from the Latin for 'mint'. But why? The very concept reminds us of 

Nietzsche's vision of the Ubermintsch. Does the mint still call out its ancient message to us 

today, or has its image been subverted? 

 

[Cut to agreeable room of Oxford don, filled with good-looking young men gazing at their 

texts.] 

 

Don: Translate, Carruthers. 

 

Carruthers: 'Which things, er, having been done and the er Gauls having been repulsed, 

Caesar er ordered mint to be er rubbed in to er . . .' 

 

Don: Omit the next three words, Carruthers. 

 

(Titters) 

 



[Cut to shot of French peasant with string of onions 'round shoulders.] 

 

Voice-over: What brought relief to the Roman army hundreds of years ago brought only 

shame in 19thC Oxford. How can we restore the mint to its former position? And should 

we? 

 

[Cut to Spartacus and a huge Roman army marching up and down carrying spears.] 

 

Voice-over: The mint, symbol of imperial power and now the spear, which dominated the 

Roman world and dominates ours even today. 

 

[Advert for Spearmint Chewing Gum fills the screen.] 

 

Even in the 20thC, we acknowledge the connection between spear and mint. But what does 

it mean? We chew spearmint: does that challenging act of subversion somehow prefigure 

and subsume what we do to mints, i.e. mince them? The chewed and the minced, the raw 

and the cooked. Such rich, complex and ambiguous cultural diversity which has its origins in 

the Roman world speaks to us across the ages. [Cut to seven dwarfs singing 'Rule Britannia' 

to tuba accompaniment. The picture fades to a postman struggling up the path with a huge 

tuba-shaped package. A young girl and her kindly mum receive it, open it, and take out the 

shining instrument. It has 'Imperial' written on it. 'We must celebrate', says mum, 'with a 

mint'. 'Later', says the little girl. 'I'd like to play my nice new tuba.' The picture cuts between 

Mum sucking her mint, the girl blowing her tuba.] 

 

(Beethoven's Emperor scored for tubas strikes up.) 

 

Voice-over: And now, the sucked and the blown. Is there no end to the rich paradoxes of the 

Roman experience? 

 

[Cut to a scene from Ben-Hur in which a Roman soldier lifts up an instrument faintly 

resembling a tuba and blows on it. A Roman army at once advances on some ancient Brits 

and starts hacking them to death.] 

 

Voice-over: In the 20thC, a container for mints and an instrument of innocent pleasure for a 

young girl, in the Roman world a signal for death and destruction. Can it really be that our 

search for the meaning of Imperium has brought us so far, to this ultimate synecdoche? 

 

[Cut back to the American police-chief now on the tube, sitting next to a girl carrying a 

tuba.] 

 



'... and this one 's from Tableleg, Mass., and right here's mah favourite of all, from 

Revelguest, Conn. . .' 

 

Girl: Like some spearmint? 

 

[BING BONG DING DONG SLAM WHAM CRASH. Tuba, Imperial mints, spearmint, American 

police-chief and little girl suddenly fragment in a huge explosion, the various pieces from 

which synthesise themselves into the word – ] 

 

DUNROMAN 

 

Voice-over: Next week – FUNDAMENTA. 
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